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Image shows a previous display and V-Smart Antenna (not to scale), please confirm exact details before purchase.

Now with Windows 10
operating system, a
choice of 8.5” or 10.1” 
touch screen displays
and the amazing 
V-Smart Antenna
included !

Designed to run on a mobile PC, Jethro uses a
choice of touch screen options together with
specially built controls so you never need more than
one finger to operate the system. 

Simple to use wizards ensure that each task is
set up both quickly and correctly.

Features and functions

� Online guidance display in local grid i.e. OS
� Area measurement 2D & 3D (hillside) in sq M, acre or hectares
� Parallel straight lines, parallel curved lines, & contouring
� 3D guidance display with line numbering
� Built in light-bar display
� Choice of colour screen sizes
� Operator input for job tracking for traceability
� Point logging on the move (eg. drop a flag for out of chemical)
� DGPS 12 channel 5hz free signal service
� Exports direct into Gatekeeper.

Options include

� Multiple camera input same screen    
� Automatic boom section control to reduce overspraying
� Ground speed radar output
� Upgrade to RTK.
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Path guidance with easy to use wizards
The A-B wizard guides you through the relevant setup pages quickly and simply, it then moves
you on to the online guidance display all set up and ready to roll.

   Point logging on the move 
Pressing the flags button at any time allows you to place a flag.

Then, at a later stage, you can navigate back to the flag by pressing the target
button and following the target guidance.

Guidance / display in local grid
Positions reported in Ordinance Survey
coordinates, so output positions and
structures can be directly related to
existing maps and charts.

3D guidance display with line numbering
The guidance display is highly configurable with a built in light bar,
status boxes, left-right arrow indicators and coverage areas shown
with visible overlaps.

Accurate A-B area measurement in 2D and 3D
The area measurement wizard guides you through the relevant
setup pages quickly and simply, on completion you can then
review the sizes and print a report. You are then returned to the
main wizard menu so you can step right into an A-B line.

Intelligent controls
Clear and logical steps,
plus clever wizards
make using Jethro so
simple! Plus...you will
never need to use 
more than one finger 
to operate the system.


